Beginning Drawing

Instructor: George Tkabladze

Supply list:

1. Drawing Paper Pads (Heavier Weight) - 18" × 24"
2. Drawing and sketching pencil set (graphite pencil set) which includes at least: HB, B, 2B 6B pencils.
3. Pencil sharpener.
4. Eraser
5. Push pins / thumbtacks or clips to hold paper on the drawing board (provided).

Recommended Drawing pads
Option 1 - Strathmore® 400 Series Drawing Pad - 18"X24"
http://www.michaels.com/strathmore-400-series-drawing-pad/M10012263.html?dwvar_M10012263_size=18%22%20x%2024%22#start=4

Option 2 - Strathmore® 300 Series Sketch Pad - 18"X24"
http://www.michaels.com/strathmore-300-series-sketch-pad/M10014390.html?dwvar_M10014390_size=9%22x%2012%22#start=14

Recommended drawing pencil sets:
Option 1 - Pro Art 3078 18-Piece Sketch/Draw Pencil Set
https://www.plazaart.com/pro-art-sketch-drawing-set

Option 2 - Pro-Art Nicole Beginner Sketch Set
https://www.amazon.com/Pro-Art-Nicole-Beginner-Sketch-Set/dp/B001BYRK8E/ref=sr_1_34?ie=UTF8&qid=1526402477&sr=8-34&keywords=pro+drawing+set

Option 3 - 3. Artist’s Loft Fundamentals Sketching & Drawing Set